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ABSTRACT Kinetic parameter identification in the dynamic metabolic model of Escherichia coli (E. coli)
has become important and is needed to obtain appropriate metabolite and enzyme data that are valid under
in vivo conditions. The dynamic metabolic model under study represents five metabolic pathways with
more than 170 kinetic parameters at steady state with a 0.1 dilution rate. In this paper, identification is
declared in two steps. The first step is to identify which kinetic parameters have a higher impact on the
model response using local sensitivity analysis results upon increasing each kinetic parameter up to 2.0 by
steps of 0.5, while the second step uses highly sensitive kinetic results to be identified and minimized the
model simulation metabolite errors using real experimental data by adopting. However, this paper focuses on
adopting segment particle swarm optimization (PSO) and PSO algorithms for large-scale kinetic parameters
identification. Among the 170 kinetic parameters investigated, seven kinetic parameters were found to be the
most effective kinetic parameters in the model response after finalizing the sensitivity. The seven sensitive
kinetic parameters were used in both the algorithms to minimize the model response errors. The validation
results proved the effectiveness of both the proposed methods, which identified the kinetics and minimized
the model response errors perfectly.
INDEX TERMS System biology, metabolic model, sensitivity analysis, identification, PSO, Se-PSO.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of system biology involves integrating computa-
tional modeling with experimental methods in order to better
understand the behavior of living organisms, the regulation of
their cellular processes, and how these cells react to environ-
mental perturbations [1]. Computational modeling has been
used to study enzyme activities, metabolic concentration, and
kinetic parameters impact [2], [3]. In addition, kinetic model-
ing in system biology gives the most detailed representation
of the biological system. This model builds on the stoichiom-
etry of the reactions, incorporating the dynamic interactions
between different components of the network [1]. A dynamic
model of the metabolic network is explained by the metabolic
concentration and activity of the enzyme with respect to time.
This dynamic model can be described by nonlinear ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) derived from the mass-balance
equation of metabolites related to the enzymatic reaction [4].
The enzymatic reactions have large kinetic parameters of
the main metabolic dynamic model that need to be identi-
fied [5]. Each dynamic metabolic physiology has a set of
parameters, such as temperature, reaction rates, metabolites
and kinetic constants [6], [7]. The kinetic parameters strongly
support building an accurate dynamic metabolic system that
represents the main metabolic model of E. coli. The kinetic
parameters are mostly estimated or reported from different
laboratories and are difficult to identify if extracted from
experimental data [2], [6]. However, the challenges faced
during the building of the dynamic model are stated in
four steps: i) defining the structure of the model, ii) for-
mulating the kinetic rate equation, iii) defining the param-
eter identification/estimation of unknown parameters, and
iv) increasing the understanding of the regulatory structure
system [8], [9]. Gábor et al. [4] stated that the necessary
estimation of the dynamic model kinetic parameters has
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four faces: i) the often practically unidentifiable nature
of some of the kinetics, which cannot be uniquely deter-
mined from the available data, ii) the lack of influence
on the measures response, and iii) the poor data quality.
Yet, there are two class of identification/estimation methods:
i) numerical ordinary differential equations solver which is
employed to simulate the trajectory and the derivative of the
ODEs models, while an optimization algorithm is applied
to identify/estimate the unknown parameters; ii) decoupling
approaches which reformulates the system by incorporating
differential equations into a system of algebraic equations to
relieve the computational burden [10]. In addition, the prob-
lem of identification/estimation of parameters of nonlinear
problems has been known to be multimodal and difficult due
to the rare information in the available data [11].
Moreover, the study of dynamic metabolic E. coli currently
has become very significant in medicine and chemistry due to
its important production. To study the cell behavior of E. coli,
we need to understand and study the metabolic engineering,
which leads to the expansive gathering of computational
tools to utilize and assist in the rational engineering of the
cellular metabolism when controlling, analyzing, and visual-
izing large pathways [11]. Large pathways need large kinetic
parameters, which have been studied and analyzed to detect
the concentration of changes in the metabolites and reactions
using ordinary differential algebraic equations [12].
Since 2002, the analytical studies of the sensitivity analysis
and parameter identification/estimation have been used for
three pathways in kinetic modeling. Chassagnole et al. [13]
investigated the glycolysis and pentose phosphate path-
ways by applying a stepwise internalization method for
the sensitivity analysis and used simulating annealing to
optimize 85 kinetics that represented his model. In the
work of Di Maggio et al. [14] stated that twelve kinetic
parameters were identified as effective parameters for the
Embden-Meyerhof pathway, pentose phosphate pathway, and
phosphotransferase system. They used Monte Carlo simu-
lation and the Sobol method for calculating the time pro-
files. Nine of the most sensitive kinetic parameters have
been optimized through the Control Vector Parameterization
Approach to formulate the dynamic parameter estimation
problems [13], [14]. Therefore, the least squares techniques
and Real-coded Genetic Algorithmwere used to fit the model
output to the corresponding experimental measurements that
Tohsato et al. [12] applied. They applied the sensitivity anal-
ysis to 100 kinetics by scaling each kinetic parameter individ-
ually from 0.0 up to 2.0 by step 0.2. Seven kinetic parameters
were stated as the most significant parameters, considering
vmax as a kinetic target in the Real-coded Genetic Algorithm,
whichwas used for optimization of the experimental data [10]
taken from a previous study [13].
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) procedure has lately been
evaluated for estimating the kinetic parameters involved in
bio-surfactant production from agro-industrial waste; 3ODEs
were used while 7 kinetic parameters were calculated [15].
Also [2], four objective functions were investigated on the
influence of the number of unknown parameter on the con-
vergence through a comparison of data driven from sim-
ulation with data from factor scaling. The genetic local
search algorithm with distance independent diversity con-
trol (GLSDC), coupled with Levenbreg-Marquardt nonlinear
least squares optimization algorithm (LevMar) were imple-
mented. As mentioned previously, the parameter boundaries
selection was not stated, and this is why parameter segmen-
tation is proposed in this study to minimize the boundaries
search space. However, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
is a relatively new family of algorithms that may be used to
determine the optimal solution to the high complexity or mul-
tidimensional functions [16]. To this point, they stated that
7 kinetic parameters were identified using a One-At-A-Time
sensitivity measure, and 4 metabolites were optimized using
the PSO algorithm due to the lack of experimental data and
focus in the two pathways only to determine the complexity
of the ODE solution [17]. The algorithm of PSO emulates
from the behavior of animal societies that do not have any
leader in their group or swarm, such as birds flocking and
fish schooling [18]. The PSO algorithm contains many dif-
ferent mechanisms that improve global and local exploration
abilities [19], [20]. From the implementation of GA and PSO
algorithms in the estimation of growth kinetic parameters
in fermentation processes, PSO was observed to provide a
better convergence compared to GA [21]. In addition, PSO
algorithm is sufficient in reducing the steady-state errors [22]
than the other algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm and
Simulating Annealing where sensitivity analysis should be
performed at a steady-state condition (the sensitive kinetic
parameters can be addressed at this point). Additionally,
the observed behavior of a system in a steady state will
continue to be observed in the future. Due to the ability
of the PSO algorithm to find high solutions in nonlinear
systems, many researchers proposed to improve the accuracy
and time consumption for large nonlinear models, such as
the hybrid Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) and PSO to mod-
ify the continuous functions [23], [24] and the Segmentation
of the PSO algorithm to identify the governor-turbine system
model [22]. The new segmentation of the PSO algorithm
was proposed to identify large-scale kinetic parameters and
minimize the model response of the main dynamic metabolic
model of E. coli pathways. Moreover, the segmentation pro-
cess provides sufficient information for kinetic parameters
and minimizes the kinetic boundaries. This study focuses
on applying local sensitivity analysis to study, analyze, and
investigate the large-scale kinetic parameters of the main
metabolic model of E. coli formulated by [25]. The sen-
sitivity analysis was performed by increasing each Kinetic
parameter to 50 %, 100 %, 150 % and 200 % based on
the recommendation provided by [12]. In addition, a new
method called Segment Particle Swarm Optimization was
proposed in this study to select the kinetic boundaries to be
identified after stating the outcome of the sensitivity analysis
based on real experimental data. Moreover, the result of the
proposed algorithm was compared to the Particle Swarm
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Optimization Algorithm result in terms of accuracy and
time consumption. Therefore, 7 metabolites concentration
was moved toward the experimental data in both algorithms.
Among the 7 metabolites, 2-Keto-D-gluconate (2KG) in
Se-PSO algorithm moved almost twice towards the experi-
mental data than PSO algorithm. In addition, the identified
computational effort by Se-PSOwas 21 hours while PSOwas
23 hours. However, it proved that the adoption of Se-PSO
and PSO algorithms for large-scale identification was highly
effective in identifying the kinetic parameters andminimizing
the model error response within a shorter time.
II. METHODS
This research has three parts. The first part presents a brief
description of the metabolic model structure; the second part
explains the methodologies of the sensitivity analysis with
the PSO algorithm and the new Se-PSO algorithm adoption;
while the third part is the analysis, the results and validation
of the proposed methods.
A. MODEL STRUCTURE
Each metabolic model contains pathways; these pathways are
described by a series of chemical reactions occurring within
the cell [26]–[28]. However, the main metabolic pathway
model of E. coli formulated by [25] was considered a bench-
mark. This model describes the dynamic metabolic behavior
of the Glycolysis, Pentose Phosphate, Tricarboxylic Acid
Cycle (TCA), Gluconeogenesis, and Glyoxylate pathways,
in addition to acetate formation pathway which contains 23
metabolites and 28 enzymatic reactions with 10 co-factors,
including NAD, CoA, ATP.
In addition, themetabolites ofGlyceraldehyde 3-Phosphate
(GAP) and Dihydroxyacetone Phosphate (DHAP) were
lumped together. This lump considers the enzymatic reaction
of Glyceraldehyde 3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase- Dihydroxy-
acetone Phosphate (gapdh), Pyruvate Kinase (pyk), Phospho-
glucomutase (pgm) and Enolase (eno) to be in equilibrium
and assumed one reaction from Glyceraldehyde 3-Phosphate
(GAP) to Phosphoenol-Pyruvate (PEP) for simplicity pur-
poses [25]. The corresponding metabolic network is shown
in Figure 1 below. The metabolite concentration rate of the





Rijvj − µC i (1)
where Ci is the concentration of metabolite i,Rij is the sto-
ichiometric coefficient of metabolite i in reaction j, vj is the
rate of the reaction j andµC i is the growth rate on the dilution
effect. All formulas and mass balance in this dynamic model
are taken from [25]. The kinetic rate equation is described
in Appendix while the mass balance equations of the model
under study were described in Table 1.
B. THE IDENTIFICATION IMPLEMENTATION
The identification implementation depends on the sensitiv-
ity analysis and optimization algorithm. In the sensitivity
FIGURE 1. The main metabolic network of E. coli.
analysis where the results of [19] were used to achieve the
identification of large scale kinetic parameters, these parame-
ters were investigated again by increasing each kinetic param-
eter by 50, 100, 150 and 200 % from the original kinetic
parameters based on [12] the measured at the steady-state
condition to enhance the result. The increasing or decreas-
ing in the model response after applying sensitivity in each
kinetic was calculated based on the percentage changes to
identify the most sensitive kinetics using Equation (2):






where k is the kinetic parameter, the Rmi is the model metabo-
lite that resulted from the mi model and Rsi is the simulation
metabolite result for the si model.
Normally, the identification of the kinetic parameter tech-
niques in the optimization algorithms is based on the dif-
ference between the simulated model and the actual system
model behavior to minimize the model simulation errors [13]
based on the sensitivity analysis result. However, the function
used to identify the large-scale kinetic parameter metabolic
network of the E. coli system model is transferred as
Equation (3):
fitness = |(Rs1 − Rm1)+ (Rs2 − Rm2)+ . . .+ (Rsi − Rmi)|
(3)
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TABLE 1. The mass balance equations.
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where Rmi is the model metabolite that resulted for the mi
model and Rsi is the simulation metabolite that results for
the simodel. However, the PSO and Se-PSO algorithms were
presented below.
C. PSO ADOPTION ALGORITHM
Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 proposed a new heuristic
method called the Particle Swarm Optimization [18]. This
algorithmwas inspired by the social behavior of bird flocking
or fish schooling, and shares many similarities with evo-
lutionary techniques, such as Genetic Algorithm, Simulat-
ing Annealing, and Artificial Neural Network. In the PSO,
the potential solution was called the particles search in the
problem space by following the current optimum particles.
In order to adopt PSO in the dynamic model of E. coli, the
kinetic parameter sensitivity result of the [25] model will be
initialized. Secondly, seven kinetic parameters value ranges
were adopted by setting the upper and lower value of each
parameters with respect to the fitness function because the
solution is multifunctionally searched near or equal to zero
using Eq 3. Thirdly, the experimental data from [29] was
initialized and the fitness function calculation using Eq 3
above with respect to the model simulation that contains the
equations of the ODE function was adopted. During the PSO
execution, the maximum number of the generation is set at
100 (bird-steps), the dimension’s problem is 7 kinetic param-
eters, the population size (iterations) was repeated 500 times,
the linear inertia weight was 0.9, and the PSO parameter c1 =
1.5 and c2 = 0.8 had lower and upper values for each kinetics.
PSO was inspired by the food-searching behaviors of fish
and their activities or a flock of birds in the D-dimensional
search space, and the best individual position of particle i and
the best position of the entire swarm are represented by [22]
and [30] and described in Eq 4 & 5 below.
vi(t + 1) = ωvi(t)+ c1r1(pi(t)− Xi(t))
+ c2r2(Gi(t)− Xi(t)) (4)
Xi (t + 1) = Xi (t)+ vi(t + 1) (5)
Where pi is the best position already found by particle i until
time t and G is the best position already found by particle i
until time t , and ω is an inertia weight parameter to explore
search space. Additionally, c1, c2 are acceleration coefficients
toward P and G, respectively, and r1, r2 are random numbers
between 0 and 1. In each iteration, the particles will use
Eq 3 & 4 to update their position (Xi) and velocity (Vi), and
the algorithm adoption used in this work is described below.
The above PSO adoption algorithm was described by ini-
tializing the particles, which are the maximum number of
generation S, a number of bird steps B, problem dimensionD,
and inertia weight ω in step 2. Then, in step 3 the param-
eters of PSO were initialized, which are acceleration coef-
ficients toward the best personal position pi and the global
best position of the entire Gi respectively, where (c1&c2)
are random numbers between 0 and 1 for (r1, r2). For each
particle i, the number of bird step B was set. The kinetics
Algorithm 1 PSO Algorithm Adoption
1 BEGIN
2 initialize S, B, D, ω;
3 initialize vi, Xi, c1, c2, r1, r2;
4 adopt the be1 : ben parameters boundaries with respect to
D.
5 For m data account:
fitness =
∣∣∣∣ (Rs1 − Rm1)+ (Rs2 − Rm2)+ . . .+ (Rsi − Rmi)
∣∣∣∣
6 If fitness > 0
7 For each S;
8 iter S = 1, S++;
9 Updating the velocity Vi toward
fitness: vi (t + 1) = ωvi (t)+ c1r1 (pi (t)− Xi (t))+
c2r2(Gi (t)Xi(t))
Update the position Xi toward fitness:
Xi (t + 1) = Xi (t)+ vi(t + 1)
10 If fitness ≤ 0,
Print Gibest of each particles;
11 If fitness > 0 return step 2 till the iteration is fin-
ished or discover high-quality solution;
12 End
be1 : ben boundaries for problem dimension D were adopted.
In step 5, the fitness function is adopted using absolute values
to minimize the model metabolite simulation Rsi with real
experimental data Rmi using the kinetics calculation inside
the model to achieve minimization. The procedure calcu-
lation toward the identification is started by iteration S in
step 6 and 7. The particle velocity and position are updated
to adjust the particle movement toward the fitness function
in step 8 and 9. If the previous steps prove that the fitness
function is less than or equal to zero, then the global best
position of each particle in step 10 was printed. If the fitness
function is greater than zero, then we returned to step 2 till
the maximum number of generations is end or the solution is
discovered in step 11.
D. Se-PSO ADOPTION ALGORITHM
The PSO algorithm was introduced by Eberhart and Kennedy
as a new heuristic method [16], [17]. PSO was inspired by
the food-searching behaviors of fish and their activities or a
flock of birds in D-dimensional search space, with the best
individual position of particles and the best position of the
entire swarm [22]. The idea of the Segmentation PSO algo-
rithm is to divide the initial values into segments and help the
PSO particles during the search for optimal values, finding
the local best position and the global best position may be
around it. The segmentation can be divided in more than two
groups based on the dimension problem [23]. Each group of
particles was considered as a segment, while the procedures
for finding the optimal solution (optimal segments) follow
the PSO algorithm; then, the optimal segment for the initial
parameters will be used as the new initial parameters later
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in the PSO search, ranging toward the optimal solution. The
segmentation can be described in Figure 2 below.
FIGURE 2. The segmentation procedure.
In the above Figure, the segments easily located many
local points, where point 2 is the best local point, as the best
individual position of the particle and the best position of the
entire swarm should be modified to achieve the best optimal
segment as follows in Eq 6:
Seg length = initial limits
number of segments
(6)
Then, equation 3 should be modified according to the seg-
mentation changes and described as follow in Eq 7 & 8:
vi(t + 1, j) = ωvi(t, j)+ c1r1(pi(t, j)− Xi(t, j))
+ c2r2(Gi(t, j)− Xi(t, j)) (7)
Xi (t + 1, j) = Xi (t, j)+ vi(t + 1, j) (8)
Hence the optimal segment can be described in Eq 9:
optimal segment = optimalXij ∓ segment length
2
(9)
where j is the number of segments.
To initialize the kinetic parameter sensitivity of the [25]
model result inside the Se-PSO algorithm. First, the seven
kinetic parameters value boundaries were adopted by setting
the upper and lower value of each parameter with respect to
the fitness function, then the kinetic parameters were divided
into segments based on the sensitivity analysis result on the
model response. Second, the experimental data from [29] was
initialized and the fitness function calculation using the Eq 2
above was adopted with respect to model simulation, contain-
ing ODE function. During Se-PSO execution, the maximum
number of generations was set as 5 (bird-steps), the dimen-
sion problem is 7 kinetic parameters, the population size (iter-
ations) was repeated 30 times, the linear inertia weight was
0.9, and the PSO parameter c1 = 1.2 and c2 = 1.2 with lower
and upper values for each kinetics. The algorithm adoption
used in this work will be described below.
The above Se-PSO adoption algorithm was described by
initializing the particle, which is the maximum number of
generations S = 30, be1 : ben is the kinetic boundaries b
from e1 toe7, the problem dimension D = 7, and inertia
Algorithm 2
1 BEGIN
2 Initialize S,D, ω;
3 initialize vi, Xi, c1, c2, r1, r2, number_segment;
4 Segment length=initial
value/number_segment;
5 Adopt the be1 : ben parameters boundaries with respect
to D;
6 For j = 1 to number of segment;
7 Determine initial fitness for segment J ;
8 Assume Best fitness = initial fitness;
For m data account:
fitness =
∣∣∣∣ (Rs1 − Rm1)+ (Rs2 − Rm2)+ . . .+ (Rsi − Rmi)
∣∣∣∣ ;
9 End for,
10 If fitness > Best fitness;
11 For each S;
12 iter S = 1, S ++;
13 Updating the velocity Vi toward
fitness: vi(t + 1, j) = ωvi(t, j)+ c1r1(pi(t, j)−
Xi(t, j))+ c2r2(Gi (t, j)Xi(t, j));
14 Update the position Xi,j toward fitness:
Xi (t + 1, j) = Xi (t, j)+ vi(t + 1, j);
15 End if,
16 If fitness ≤ Best fitness;
Print Gibest of each particles;
Update the be1 : ben based of Gibest of each
kinetic parameters;
17 If fitness > Best fitness return step 2 till the iteration is
finished or discover high-quality solution;
18 End if,
19 End if,
20 Global point(j) = Gibest;
21 Next, j;
22 Optimal_segment=max (Global point) ± segment
length/2;
23 Repeat algorithm 1 for the new initial values;
24 End.
weight ω = 0.9 in step 2. Then, in step 3, the parameters
of PSO were initialized, which are acceleration coefficients
toward the best personal position pi and the global best
position of the entire Gi, where (c1&c2) are random number
between 0 and 1 for (r1, r2) in addition to the segment
number of the bird step of Se-PSO = 5. The segment length
was calculated using step 4. The boundaries (upper/lower)
of each kinetic parameter were created with respect to the
dimension problem D in step 5. Based on the number of seg-
ments, the initial fitness of the whole segments was calculated
assuming that initial fitness is the best fitness step 6, 7, and 8.
However, the new fitness was calculated based on the
fitness equation stated in step 9. If the fitness was greater
than the best fitness set iteration, the velocity and positionwas
calculated toward the new fitness step 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
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FIGURE 3. vpykmax changes on the model response.
If the new fitness was smaller than or equal to the best fitness
print, the global best particle position and the kinetic param-
eter update based on the global best particle position was
used as the new initial kinetic parameters step 17. If fitness
is greater than the best fitness returns in step 2, the pro-
gram figured out the solution or the iteration, which is met
in step 18.
The global point of the segments equal to the global best
position were then used to calculate the optimal segment by
equation 21, 22, and 23. After the optimum segments were
identified, they were used as the new initial kinetic parameter
and PSO algorithm, which will search among them until the
end of the program in step 24.
III. RESULTS
The large-scale kinetic parameters identification was
achieved by applying sensitivity analysis, adopting PSO with
new Se-PSO algorithms as the primary target of this study.
However, the sensitivity analysis result shows that there are
7 kinetic parameters affecting the model response, while
the PSO and Se-PSO algorithms identified and minimized
these parameters to achieve better model response errors as
discussed below.
A. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The sensitivity analysis for all the kinetic parameters was
used based on [25] model with a 0.1 dilution rate to
FIGURE 4. vpykmax changes on the model response.
FIGURE 5. vpykmax changes on the model response.
be investigated. The kinetic parameter results of [5], which









involved in the reaction rates of Vpyk ,Vicdh, and Vicl and
used as a benchmark. These kinetic parameters were used to
minimize the error in the metabolite model simulation result,
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FIGURE 6. npk changes on the model response.
FIGURE 7. npk changes on the model response.
with the experimental data taken from [25]. The rest of the
kinetic parameters had slight effects.
However, the analysis of the kinetic parameters on the
model response has been described below with the blue line
increasing each kinetic parameter 50%, 100%, 150% to 200%
to enhance the last sensitivity analysis result of [17] based
FIGURE 8. npk changes on the model response.
on [12], where the changes of the 7th kinetics are shown
below for 200% because the affection is the same as increas-
ing the others 50-200%. The sensitivity was described in the
blue line, while the model was described in the black line.
The changes in the value of vpykmax causes increases in the
cellconcentration,PYR, S7P,ACE andACPwhile decreasing
in F6P, FDP, GAP/DHAP, PEP, ICIT , 2KG, OAA, and
E4P. This might be due to the anaplerotic pathway involve-
ment in PEP and PYR, or the PTS affection on PEP or the
PykI − PykII iso-enzymes, which catalyzed the reaction of
Pyk , where PykI is activated by FDP and inhabited by ATP
andPykII , which is activated byAMP [25], where the changes
are described in Figure 3, 4, and 5.
The npk kinetic parameter changes on the model response
causes increases in Glcex, ACE , ACP, and S7P, while
decreasing G6P, F6P, FDP, GAP/DHAP, PEP, PYR,
AcCOA, ICIT , 2KG, SUC , FUM , MAL, OAA, GOX , and
E4P, as described in Figures 6, 7, and 8 below.
The icdh kinetic parameter changes on the model response
causes increases in the metabolites of PYR, AcCOA, and
ACP while causing decreases in the metabolites of FDP,
GAP/DHAP, PEP, ICIT , 2KG, SUC , FUM , MAL, OAA,
GOX , and E4P. This affection might be caused by the reac-
tion of GAPDH , which is assumed to inhibit NADH as the
[NADHNAD ] ratio increases [13]; the affections are described in
Figures 9, 10, and 11 below.
The k ficdh kinetic parameter changes on the model
responses causes increases in the metabolites of PYR,
AcCOA, and ACP while causing decreases in the metabo-
lites of FDP, GAP/DHAP, PEP, ICIT , 2KG, SUC ,
FUM , MAL, OAA, GOX , and E4P, as described in
Figures 12, 13, and 14 below.
The kdicdhnadp kinetic parameter changes on the model
response causing increases in the metabolites of PYR,
AcCOA, and ACP, while causing decreases in the metabo-
lites of FDP, GAP/DHAP, PEP, ICIT , 2KG, SUC ,
FUM , MAL, OAA, GOX , and E4P as described in
Figure 15, 16, and 17 below:
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FIGURE 9. icdh changes on the model response.
FIGURE 10. icdh changes on the model response.
The kmicdhnadp kinetic parameter changes on the model
response causes increases in the metabolites of F6P, FDP,
GAP/DHAP, ICIT , SUC ,FUM ,MAL,GOX , andE4P, while
causing decreases in the metabolites of PYR, AcCOA, 2KG,
OAA and ACP as described in Figure 18, 19, and 20 below:
FIGURE 11. icdh changes on the model response.
FIGURE 12. kficdh changes on the model response.
The viclmax kinetic parameter changes in the model
response causes increases in the metabolites of F6P,
FDP, GAP/DHAP, PEP, 2KG, SUC , FUM , MAL, OAA,
GOX and E4P while causing highly causing decreases in
the metabolites of PYR, AcCOA, ICIT and ACP, which
might be due to icl − ICIT being the reaction substrate,
which is inhibited by the high accumulation of its prod-
ucts of SUC and GOX described in Figures 21, 22, and
23 below:
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FIGURE 13. kficdh affection on the model response.
FIGURE 14. kficdh changes on the model response.
B. THE PSO RESULT
In the PSO algorithm, the whole mass balance equations
and reaction rates, including the whole kinetic parameters,
were adopted. The seven parameter boundaries were adopted
based on the kinetic parameter simulation values of the model
under study and should be found during PSO execution
towardmodel minimization. During PSO adoption execution,
the calculation values of each parameter were calculated
FIGURE 15. kdicdhnadp changes on the model response.
FIGURE 16. kdicdhnadp changes on the model response.
simultaneously toward metabolite error minimization using
real experimental data. The kinetic parameter identifica-
tion was achieved and is presented in Table 2 with upper,
lower and optimized values based on the model kinetic
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FIGURE 17. kdicdhnadp changes on the model response.
TABLE 2. The model simulation.
parameters values. The algorithm optimized the metabolites
well, as described in Table 3. In the model under investi-
gation, the increasing 2KG production as seen above in the
results of [25] by the identification is minimized with rea-
sonable effects, either increasing or decreasing, on the other
metabolites and thus might be because of the affection of
OAA, requiring building the anaplerotic pathway [25]. More-
over, during PSO adoption execution, the error minimization
of theGLc, PYR, and AcCOAmetabolites was increased com-
pared to the experimental values; where the metabolites of
DHAP/GAP, FDP, PEP, 6PG, 2KG and Acewere very close
to the experimental values and were almost same. On the con-
trary, the other metabolites were moved toward experimental
data with small errors. These changes occurred and might
be due to the participation of other metabolites, a lack of
experimental data, model complexity, and the lumping of
some metabolites to simplify the model. However, the model
error minimization after adopting the PSO algorithm is
described in Figure 24 to compare the model under study
FIGURE 18. kmicdhnadp changes on the model response.
FIGURE 19. kmicdhnadp changes on the model response.
and the simulation result of the main metabolic model
of E. coli using real experimental data from [27], which were
achieved in 23 h.
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TABLE 3. The model simulation.
FIGURE 20. kmicdhnadp changes on the model response.
C. THE Se-PSO RESULT
In the Se-PSO algorithm, the whole mass balance equations
described by (ODE) and reaction rates, including the whole
kinetic parameters, were adopted, starting by adopting the
seven parameter boundaries based on the kinetic parame-
ter simulation values of the model under study and were
FIGURE 21. v iclmax changes on the model response.
found during PSO execution toward model minimization.
During Se-PSO adoption execution, the calculation value
of each parameter was determined simultaneously toward
metabolite minimization using real experimental datah
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FIGURE 22. v iclmax changes on the model response.
FIGURE 23. v iclmax changes on the model response.
TABLE 4. The segmentation.
parameter was determined simultaneo by Equation (3). The
number of segments used in this adoption is described
in Table 4 in addition to the identification of 7 kinetic
parameters with their upper and lower boundaries, which is
FIGURE 24. The simulation result with model result.
TABLE 5. Se-PSO kinetic parameters identification.
shown in Table 5 below based on the sensitivity affection on
the model response. However, segmentation was proposed
based on the sensitivity analysis affection result of the kinetic
parameters.
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TABLE 6. The model simulation.
FIGURE 25. The simulation result with the model result.
Kinetic parameter identification was achieved and is pre-
sented in Table 5 with upper, lower and optimized values
based on the model kinetic parameter values, while the
algorithm optimized the metabolites well, as described
in Table 6.
In the model under investigation in Table 6, there
were substantial increases in 2KG production as seen
above in the results of [25], whereby the identification
was minimized well in PSO and Se-PSO with reasonable
increases or decreases in the other metabolites. This may
be because of the affection of OAA required to build the
anaplerotic pathway [25]. In addition, Se-PSO achieved bet-
ter identification. Moreover, during the Se-PSO adoption
execution, the error minimization of the GLc, PYR, and
AcCOA metabolites increased highly compared to the exper-
imental values; however, the metabolites of DHAP/GAP,
Ribu5P, Rib5P, FDP, PEP, 6PG, 2KG, and Ace were very
close to the experimental values and were almost the same.
On the contrary, the other metabolites were moved toward the
experimental data slightly with small errors. These changes
occurred due to the participation of other metabolites, a lack
of experimental data, model complexity, glucose deple-
tion, and the lumping of some metabolites to simplify the
model.
Moreover, the result of the PSO and Se-PSO algorithms
were compared, and it can be seen clearly that Se-PSO was
moving the simulation result toward the experimental data by
minimizing the errors compared to the PSO adoption result
for 21 h. However, the model error minimization after adopt-
ing the Se-PSO algorithm is described in Figure 25 above
compared to the model under study and the simulation result
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TABLE 7. Kinetic rate equations.
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TABLE 7. (Continued.) Kinetic rate equations.
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TABLE 7. (Continued.) Kinetic rate equations.
of the main metabolic model of E. coli using real experimen-
tal data taken from [29].
IV. CONCLUSION
Large-scale kinetic parameters were used as a targeted study
for efficiency identification in the main dynamic metabolic
network under the steady-state condition of E. coli experi-
mentally by programming how much they affect the model
response, minimizing errors with respect to the real experi-
mental data. Seven kinetic parameters were the most effective
ones described in detail. The Segmentation Particle Swarm
Optimization Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization
were adopted to identify the kinetics under study using the
dynamic model containing an ODE function tuned based
on continuous culture with a dilution rate 0.1 to minimize
the model response error. The Se-PSO and PSO algorithms
moved the model responses toward the experimental data
and clearly showed that Se-PSO was performing better than
PSO. To this point, identification was achieved with optimum
results. This adoption of the PSO and Se-PSO algorithm effi-
ciency solves the large-scale kinetic parameter identification
due to the convergence speed and time consumption for each
algorithm. Moreover, the whole kinetic system needs further
study by optimizing the vmax parameters with the 7th kinetic
parameter sensitivity analysis result achieved so far in this
study. Finally, the adoption of other algorithms, such as the
African Buffalo Optimization, artificial bee colony algorithm
and the Segmentation of African Buffalo Optimization and
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